Testimonials for Ned Music
"Ned is a great driving instructor, patient and a great
attitude."
13/8/2021 3:07 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Patricia
"Great, gave me very helpful tips to learn from and to improve. Was very kind and easy
to talk to. couldn’t of asked for a better instructor. Would love to have him again."
7/8/2021 1:05 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Clay
"Throughout the nine lessons I took underway, I felt completely supported by my
instructor Ned and not once did I feel judged or pressured. Instead I felt like he was
there to genuinely teach me and had my best interests in mind the whole time. Very
respectful and a pleasure to drive around with him. Wouldn't change a thing and would
recommend to anyone who wants a reliable and respectful driver instructor."
5/8/2021 11:11 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Edward
"Ned was very personable and helpful. Over the space of four lessons I went from
having no idea how to drive manual to being confident with hill starts, main road
driving and clutch control. I would recommend anybody at any level to book with Ned.
Thanks."
1/8/2021 3:11 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Carter
"Hi, not a query but just wanted to pass on my reviews about Ned Music. Ned right
from day 1 has been extremely patient and cheerful at the same time! He ensured that I
felt comfortable throughout and helped me regain my confidence in driving. His tips
and tricks are quite handy and I will always be grateful to him for being so patient with
me! He also has lots of interesting stories so no lesson has ever been boring! Ned is
someone I definitely recommend if you want to feel relaxed and ace your understanding
around safety while driving!"

13/7/2021 10:58 AM
Leema
"Ned is a really great guy and easy to get along with. He is an amazing teacher, who
gives great instructions. You feel very safe with him from the very start. Highly
recommended!"
21/6/2021 5:48 PM
Rating: 5 stars
Miguel
"Our teenage daughter had her first lesson in a manual with Ned and she said he was
excellent and very patient - much better than us teaching her! Thanks Ned from the
whole family."
3/6/2021 8:31 AM
Rating: 5 stars
Billie

